Count & Non-Count Noun Practice

Exercise 1:
Decide if the noun is Count (write C) or Non-Count (write N).

1. hand ___  2. paper ___  3. excitement ___  4. chair ___
5. cup ___   6. shoe ___   7. apple juice ___  8. tree ___
9. cheese ___ 10. backpack ___ 11. phone ___  12. ice ___

Exercise 2:
Rewrite the noun, adding the article a or an for Count nouns or some for Non-Count nouns.

1. advice ___some advice___
2. car ________________
3. cat ________________
4. piano ________________
5. furniture ________________
6. information ________________
7. shirt ________________
8. happiness ________________
9. cereal ________________
10. plate ________________
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